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Transition Wilmslow Lindow Moss Survey 2020 
 

 Open-Ended Question Responses 

 

This document contains all responses to the open-ended question on the Save Lindow Moss survey. 

The question was: 

 

“Please add any comments about what Lindow Moss means to you personally, how you feel about 

recent events or anything else you feel is relevant. Write as much or as little as you'd like.” 

 

The responses are organised into three categories: those discussing the current situation on Lindow 

Moss, those explaining the importance of Lindow Moss.es. Responses which discussed the current 

situation were split into those expressing suspicion or despair and those expressing cautious optimism. 

Equally, responses explaining the importance of Lindow Moss were split into those emphasising its 

value to the local community and those emphasising its importance for mental health and personal 

well-being more generally. 

 

Responses Discussing the Current Situation 

 

Suspicion or Despair: 

 

“Croghan Peat and CEC require careful monitoring to ensure they do the right things!” – H. B. 
 
“I want CE to be honest and to proactively ensure all parties comply with planning regulations” – K. P. 
 
“I live adjacent to the peat farm buildings and I regularly walk on the bog. The amount of flora and 
fauna here is absolutely amazing! Croghan Peat seem determined to build houses here, thus 
destroying the habitats of all this wildlife. I believe they've realised that no developer will touch the 
place until the necessary restoration has been completed and this is the only reason they are now 
acting. They need watching over very, very carefully as I think they may try to get away with a quick, 
cheap job just to appease the developers. CEC must now take this seriously and insist on things getting 
done to exacting standards and not be fobbed off.” – C. R. 
 
“Having visited Lindow Moss regularly for nearly 60 years, I've seen changes to the area in my lifetime.  
However, as a local Tour Guide who also takes 4 walks there each year, I am concerned by: the way 
that the current "restoration" is happening without warning; the significant loss of habitat, of 
vegetation, and the noticeable sudden disappearance of much of the wildlife due to recent heavy 
vehicle access; whether we will be restricted from visiting parts of the moss in the future.” – S. B. 
 
“Sadly, I do not believe CEC or Croghan Peat have much interest in the restoration of the peat bog. 
Could Cheshire Wildlife or some other agency with environmental interests perhaps get involved?” – 
A. D. 
 
“It's a haven for people and wildlife.   It's a unique environment, I've been regularly visiting for over 
15 years.  Even the previous peat extraction was an inobtrusive light industry.   Seems like they've 
gone crazy now.” – R. L. 
 
“It’s criminal what has been allowed to happen on here. It needs restoring and acknowledged the 
damage it has caused to surrounding properties.” – L. W. 
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“When I first noticed the diggers on the peat bog, I was horrified to think it had started again. I am 
very sceptical about the actions of Croghan Peat and think that the removal of the peat at this time is 
not already cut peat but peat they are digging now, you only have to watch for 10 minutes to see them 
digging and moving it in to piles and then the next day the piles of fresh dug peat has gone. Hopefully 
it will be restored to high enough standards to bring back wildlife such as the water voles and the 
natural balance can be regained.” – H. B. 
 
“Wildlife and vegetation on Lindow Moss has been booming and allowed to thrive, undisturbed, for 
years. Pathways are bursting with ladybirds, butterflies, birds, etc. and many varieties of vegetation.  
Since ‘restoration work’ resumed the area is silent and many of the paths are now completely trashed. 
Any wildlife that was there has either been killed or frightened away. This area is so important to the 
local residents. It's a place of tranquillity, reflection, peace and can be accessed from so many areas 
all around. It's a place of valued, historical importance and most unusual. Most importantly, it should 
be allowed to continue absorbing and retaining CO2, not churned up, flattened and used as prime 
building land to line the pockets of some greedy developer who hasn't a care about the environment 
only how many houses he can squeeze onto a patch of land! Not only will houses ruin this particular 
area, they will ruin the not-so-quiet anymore (due to too much development) Moor Lane.  
PLEASE restore this special area before It's lost forever.” – W. F. 
 
“Very worried about the diggers on there at the moment and have very little trust in Croghan Peat. If 
it's part of the restoration plan though, great!” – F. C. 
 
“The council must do as promised at a planning meeting in 2017 when houses were allowed in part to 
fund the full restoration.” – E. B. 
 
“We have walked on the Moss for many years and were excited that the Council and the owners were 
nearing agreement to restore the moss to a natural environment.  It is distressing to see the 
destruction taking place now and this should be resolved quickly, and the Moss returned to as near as 
normal without further delay.” – P. J. 
 
“I value the local 'green' areas as I spend much of my leisure time outdoors in the local area. I have 
never really understood how the mining of peat has been allowed to continue (I realise that info is 
freely available) but with the climate co2 and environment being so important I think that Cheshire 
East Council should have an obligation towards putting years of pillaging of nature's resources to right. 
This would not include man made 'fillings' being used.  I also feel that the use of large machinery on 
the moss should now be banned and any restoration should be done with minimal disruption to the 
existing flora and fauna.” – S. R. 
 
“Cheshire East should not be allowing companies to carry out inert backfilling of rural locations, 
especially one as nationally important as Lindow Moss. Commercial interests should not be the sole 
consideration and need not take precedence. We need a long-term view not one based on current 
exigencies.” – S. F. 
 
“I have been very concerned about the recent activity and unsure of how things will develop. I have 
been walking in this area for over 20 years and we must do everything to preserve restore and protect 
this vital landscape.” – V. S. 
 
“The work that has recently been carried out has adversely affected our enjoyment of dog walking 
every morning. It will surely affect the wildlife also.” – D. J. 
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“I find it horrifying that CEC can allow such works and obvious destruction without any enforcement 
action being taken. They should make the company accountable for their actions. It is CEC to protect 
its residents and the land is falls within and ensure legislation is followed.” – J. D. 
 
“It's devastating to see the condition of the site in its current state, the surrounding areas have been 
affected over the years by the peat extraction, and I would be hopeful that restoration could go a little 
way to repairing in time the damage that has been done, but it needs to start now.... Not in 10 years’ 
time, when more extraction has been done!!!” – C. M. 
 
“I have lived on Moor Lane for nearly 30 years and have visited the Peat Bogs at least weekly, 
sometimes daily and to see the damage being done to extract the peat is criminal in my view. It is a 
unique and rare environment and should not be allowed to become anything other than a Site of 
Special Scientific Importance, just as Lindow Common is. CEC should acquire the site in its entirety in 
order to prevent further damage, stop the houses being built and ensure it is restored to an acceptable 
level - has anyone asked the owners what they would actually sell it for?” – C. B. 
 
“Lindow Moss has been somewhere I and my family have often visited since we moved to Wilmslow 
45 years ago, and changes we have seen have been distressing, with the present developments being 
most distressing. To have the Moss restored would be fantastic.” – M. S. 
 
“We are extremely concerned that this precious area is yet again being destroyed for profit. It is 
paramount to ensure this wetland is protected for future generations immediately.” – J. M. 
 
“I walk across the peat moss twice weekly and remain sceptical over progress with 'restoration' and 
indeed overall motives in relation to development of this wider area, especially in view of the 
shenanigans at Saltersley farm.  The current diggers working on the moss are turning the main path 
into a mud-bath, particularly at the point of access from Rotherwood road end.” – A. G. 
 
“This is as much about holding the council to account as it is about the project itself. Discussion 
assurances action.” – M. H. 
 
“I frequently walk across Lindow Moss and enjoy the calming influence and lovely surroundings. Now 
I am devastated to learn that no-one knows the truth about what is about to happen. What is our M.P 
doing about it?” – J. H. 
 
“Quite concerned and upset that no mention of digging works taking place in papers or on social media. 
It has turned a beautiful daily and twice daily walk with dog into a nightmare! Unable to access normal 
route in and out having to track different routes which is not as enjoyable or easily accessible....during 
the lockdown over the past 4 months I have been unable to go out with ease and the ability to be able 
to walk undisturbed and with social distances has been a life saver...as for most people this is a place 
of beauty and tranquillity in a time of anxiety and distress. It is a complete quagmire...the rain and bad 
weather recently has added to making the area around one of the main entrances totally inaccessible 
and dangerous. Feel concerned about the future of the whole area and how it is to be managed and 
restored.” – J. C. 

“I like it but haven't lived here that long for a personal connection to it. Really just looking for some 
clarity on the current situation as it would be disappointing to lose a local 'landmark' area but the 
information currently in circulation is confusing!!” – L. G. 
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“CEC MUST ensure that this fantastic asset is preserved and managed correctly rather than being 
exploited as in the past.” – P. J. 
 
“A place of enjoyment and countless walks leave it alone....” – T. L. 
   
“During recent lockdown we have walked the Moss nearly every day. Are horrified at what is 

happening and feel it will be along time before we can enjoy the area again.” – J. D. and A. D. 

“Stop the devastation of the moss and surrounding areas. Recent activity is obviously a for profit 

operation and nothing to do with restoration. Peat being removed should remain on site and be used 

as part of the restoration. CEC are showing their usual interest in the site and turning a blind eye to 

the situation.” – P. . 

“I find Lindow Moss a very special place, it would be criminal not to restore it, also many, many people 
enjoy walking there, now the owners are making it impossible to walk over, the opposite to improving 
they are destroying it, they are getting as much peat out, the noise is really bad all day at my home.” 
– L. R. 
 
“I visit Lindow Moss at least once a week. It is a special place where it has been left to natural habitat. 
A few years ago, I saw a water vole in one of the nearby ditches. The current situation with the diggers 
is producing a desert landscape with noise pollution which is very sad for potential rehabilitation of 
the bog. Over lockdown this was a peaceful nature paradise but not currently with at 3-4 diggers 
harvesting the peat daily. It is an amazing landscape full of potential as an area of outstanding natural 
beauty.” – E. G. 
 
“I daily walk on the peat bog and am horrified by the events of the past 3 weeks. There is no 
justification for the further removal of any peat either being suitable or otherwise. It is still a product 
of the peat bog and therefore should have remained in situ. Just another untruth coming out of the 
mouths of the owners because they can continue to play with the residents of Wilmslow they don't 
care as they don't live anywhere near here.  If your statement at the beginning of this survey is correct, 
I was told by the men on the site that they were restoring the peat bog and I wouldn't know it in two 
weeks’ time. Funnily enough we are into week 3 and I can't see any improvement as yet! Again, this 
just shows you cannot trust what you are being told.  Is it an option that we could crowd fund and buy 
it ourselves without the land that has planning permission, it then can be restored by the residents no 
worries about it being filled with inert waste materials as with Saltersley. I don't trust CEC as they have 
blatantly allowed the destruction at Saltersley what is to stop this from happening to the peat bog if 
someone else gets their hands on it.” – S. P. 
 
“It has been my go-to walk for the last 40+ years. The "preparation" for restoration does not bode 
well.” – I. B. 
 
“As a local dog walker, we absolutely love the moss and value the open space that it provides. We are 
increasingly losing open spaces due to the constant and relentless housing construction in and around 
Wilmslow. We must cherish these natural beauty spots. This has been increasingly important in recent 
months while we have all been limited to the amount of time we can spend outside. It has been 
extremely hard to social distance in overcrowded parks such as The Carr's park in Wilmslow.  
The recent harvesting of Peat from the area has been on an industrial scale, with little or no care being 
taken for the environment they are working in and around. Confusion around what is actually being 
done in the area has been a huge problem from the start of the works. A simple board in the local area 
outlining the vision for the moss would have gone a long way in helping the general public get on 
board with the works. 
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Over the last several months I have seen the areas landscape changing, huge lorries with tons of rubble 
being buried nearby to the moss which is dreadful for people walking and actually a safety risk but 
also it is terrible for the environment. I fear that these lorries will soon be venturing further into this 
beautiful and historical area, with no consideration or foresight into the harm it will cause for this 
generation and those to come. SAVE OUR MOSS!” – C. W. 
 
“I love the Moss! A wild place yet accessible to all. Essential that it is re-wetted to peatland ecology or 
it will become a dense birch woodland. TW must be vigilant every step of the way to full restoration 
to ensure Croghan Peat fulfill their promise of full restoration.” – P. H. 
 
“Lindow Moss is a rare site which has been desecrated over the years. I do not trust Croghan Peat or 
Cheshire East Council to restore the Moss without oversight. Local residents and groups are best 
placed to do this, and I fully support Transition Wilmslow in this endeavour.” – D. S. 
 
“It's an amazing and varied area to explore and walk around.  A place of tranquillity. When I walked 
on the Moss today, I was devastated to see the rate at which peat is being removed.  Lorries lined up 
to take the peat away as fast as the digger cuts it.  It seems as though the Moss is being raped.  Peat 
being extracted to make a fast buck before the council stops it.” – P. W. 
 
“It’s just wrong. I love to go on there either with my family or running through it, please save it.” – B. 
B. 
 
“Been a resident for 20 plus years. When peat was extracted previously the truck noise was awful: 
furniture/glass vibrated as trucks went past. Peat is carbon neutral. No one has given a definitive 
answer as to what is going on and why the peat bogs are now a complete mess and communication 
has been non- existent.” – L. G. 
 
Cautious Optimism: 
 
“I have lived in or around Lindow all my life and now live very close to it, walking various paths around 
it almost every day. It is vital that it be restored for all the reasons in the previous question and I am 
appalled that there is any chance of this not happening.  Croghan Peat and Cheshire East Council MUST 
be made to ensure that it does happen.  I can only trust that the current removal of peat is happening 
for the right reasons as they are stating.” – M. C. 
 
“Lindow Moss was beautiful and its decimation over the last 20 years or so is horrible. In an area of 
such historic interest CE Council have shamefully neglected their duty of it being available to future 
generations. I hope they can put right their wilful errors of the past.” – H. H. 
 
“I am cautiously optimistic about what is happening now. So far so good but I worry about inorganic 
infill and who could end up carrying out the restoration.” – R. B. 
 
“This would be a chance to trust and believe in my local council. Lindow Moss has the chance to 
become my local peat land and this is a very important cause for me. Peat lands have the potential to 
remove CO2 from our atmosphere and that is integral to helping slow the heating of our planet. This 
is an opportunity for my local council to lead with example and create a business opportunity, by 
putting the new housing development on the land, whilst pushing a green agenda and restoring the 
peat land. This would show that you are environmentally conscious and that you, as a council, 
understand the importance of peat land and, by extension, the importance of the climate crisis. It 
would help me to trust and respect the council, whereas the silence that we are now experiencing is 
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causing my trust the falter. I sincerely hope that the council makes the right choice in regard to this 
land.” – S. M. 
 
“I have walked over the Moss for more than 25 years. It is a valuable local wildlife site now but could 
be enormously enhanced in this respect if restoration takes place in an appropriate and well-managed 
way. It has tremendous potential as a natural carbon sink and, I would imagine, as an option for natural 
flood management. It does feel that the outlook for an ecologically positive outcome is more 
favourable than for decades.” – M. N. 
 
“I understand the scepticism that the recent / on-going heavy machinery activity is anything but 
preparation for restoration. However, it logically makes sense that this is the initial works to then 
subsequently submit detailed topographic plans for restoration. It will be a very happy day when the 
moss commences its journey back to a natural habitat that will continue to evolve over many, many 
years.” – M. C. 
 
“It was beautiful - recent work was a shock... but would be worth it if the moss is preserved for future 
generations.” – T. H. 
 
“Lindow Moss is a special, atmospheric place where one can be closer to nature. In lockdown it has 
been a place of refuge.  I have despaired over its desecration in the past but now feel optimistic about 
its future.” – H. H. 
 
Responses Expressing Importance of Lindow Moss 
 
Mental Health and Wellbeing: 
 
“Preserving and restoring green/natural sites such as Lindow Moss is even more important not just 
for environmental/educational benefits but also the benefits that these spaces provide for mental 
health and well-being, particularly given the increase in mental health awareness. Working directly in 
adult mental health I am able to see the direct negative impact on mental health and the decline of 
these spaces. Not restoring or preserving this space not only eradicates the opportunity to learn (I 
recall frequent school trips here to learn about the wildlife/environment) but also means we are 
adding pressure to already strained mental health services that cannot cope and ever-increasing 
waiting lists. Preserving a space like this is even more important given the increase in trauma, grief, 
anxiety and depression many people will or already are experiencing due to the current COVID-19 
pandemic. This is not only an environmentally important site but also one for better mental health 
and well-being - and personally for me I have had significant benefits taking enjoyment and exercise 
from this space which directly improves my own personal mental wellbeing challenges.” – H. J. 
 
“Aside from the pressing sustainability requirements that we can help meet via use of Lindow Moss 
as a carbon sink, for many people the exercise and tranquillity offered by places like Lindow Moss is 
vitally important for our mental health all the time, not just in Lockdown. It would be a tragedy not to 
maintain and improve such a valuable resource.” – N. M. 
 
“Live nearby and walk our dog on it every day. Covid has highlighted about much people need open 
spaces for mental health. I love going on the peat bogs daily and even seeing the paths destroyed by 
the tractors has really upset me.” – C. C. 
 
“Especially during restricted socialisation, this area has played a key part in the residents of Wilmslow 
being able to access wide natural open spaces. Getting outside in this way has been clinically proven 
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to improve wellbeing. It is evidence-based, and I personally have benefitted massively from my daily 
walk with my dog on the peat bogs.” – E. P. 
 
“It's an historic and beautiful site that I have enjoyed walking across for years. Now it is being wrecked 
damaged and nobody seems to care. It is a treasure in Cheshire and I feel that the people digging it all 
up are ruining the site. Please stop them. I feel that across the UK at the moment we are gradually 
losing not only are archaeological sites but pastures and green land that makes us who we are as a 
country. This has led to places of beauty and interest and conservation being taken away from us and 
is actually affecting people’s mental health and well-being. This is somewhere that I choose to go at 
least four or five times a week to walk my dog to enjoy the fresh air and to follow the lovely little tracks 
that we have in place. Sadly, these tracks have been torn apart we are now having to try and wade 
through 2 feet of thick beautiful rich peat which not only is sad but is now inaccessible. Please stop 
wrecking the place. Thank you.” – S. S. 
 
“I enjoy the beauty of Lindow Moss and its restorative value to health, both mentally and physically 
as a safe place to take exercise. I enjoy walking around the lake to take my exercise, and the provision 
of benches aids this as I am a sufferer of M.S.. The health of the moss as the support of the whole 
area’s welfare is important.” – L. A. 
 
“It's a beautiful, natural environment full of wildlife. It's important to look after it for the sake of 
preserving nature and the environment. In a world of stress, angst and fear It's an important location 
for health and wellbeing.” – N. J. 
 
“I only properly discovered Lindow Moss last year after living in the area and very close to the Moss 
for nearly 10 years.  My first proper experience was during a time of year when the heathers were 
blooming wonderful purple flowers and it looked stunning.  Prior to this first visit, my other 
"experiences" of Lindow Moss were from the opposite (East) side where it looked like a World War I 
battlefield and a very uninviting place.  As a result, I had no inclination to explore further. 
 
During this Spring's lockdown I have valued my time outdoors far, far more and made an effort to 
explore the trails and wildlife on my immediate doorstep.  Lindow Moss, along with Lindow Common, 
have been a God send for my mental health and I want more of it.  I want easier access to the far 
Western areas of the Moss.  I want to see the bare open scraped fields restored with ponds and 
marshes to create an environment for endangered wildlife and accessible raised board walks so all 
can enjoy it.  I want regular coppicing to keep most of the trees down so the heathers don't get shaded 
out and die and to allow for a more diverse marshland wildlife to thrive. 
 
The recent activity on Lindow Moss is very concerning indeed.  The accessible grassy tracks have been 
turned into something from a Tough Mudder competition.  It's a mess.  But more importantly, where 
is all that soil going and how much damage is happening?  The scale of the area makes it hard to truly 
see what is going on.” – S. A. 
 
“This a beautiful historical area that a I enjoy walk around and is important for my mental health.” – 
A. W. 
 
“People have had their lives curtailed hugely in recent times and being able to go out walking and 
enjoy the Lindow Moss area has been vital to local people's well-being and supported harmony of the 
local community.” – S. W. 
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“As we've experienced in this lock-down open, green spaces are essential not only for our well-being 
but also the environment.” – M. M. 
 
“It would be an extremely sad time to see such a beautiful area be anything less than perfect, restored 
and improved by any necessary works. It is a place necessary to allow people to move about in a traffic 
free area and essential for mental health.” – M. M. 
 
“This site has been invaluable for people to exercise in the fresh air specially since the outbreak of 
COVID 19.” – K. P. 
 
Valuable to Local Community: 
 
“It's a part of my home in Wilmslow and I feel passionate about the area as a beautiful environment 
and historical area.” – J. N. 
 
“Lindow Moss is such a special place, with an extraordinary atmosphere particularly when you walk 
there early in the morning or late in the evening. Moss restoration is the most important action we 
can take locally to combat climate change and the biodiversity crisis, and it will provide us with a truly 
beautiful place for recreation.” – P. J. 
 
“The most precious and stunning landscape.” – A. D. 
 
“We visit the moss most days and value it as a part of the local landscape, a place of historic 
importance and biodiversity.  We would love it to be restored and protected for the benefit of local 
people, visitors to the area and as a site of national archaeological importance.” – G. J. 
 
“Lindow Moss is an important part of Wilmslow history and culture. It's important that having stopped 
the peat extraction we return the area to as near its natural state as possible.” – P. B. 
 
“At a time of rising pressure on our indigenous wildlife from, for example, pollution, expanding urban 
development and global warming, the restoration of the moss could provide many positive benefits 
such as: becoming a sink for C02, thereby helping the UK reach its emission reduction targets; 
establishing a rich wildlife habitat for many endangered species; providing a green sanctuary for local 
people, schools and the general public to enjoy - many people come to this area to walk and enjoy 
quiet recreation. Along with many others, I have found being able to walk on the moss a godsend 
during the recent coronavirus lockdown - at a time when travel was severely curtailed, the importance 
of local green spaces to local communities, has been made abundantly clear.” – P. C. 
 
“Lindow Moss is part of Wilmslow's character. It gives joy to many people. Let's not spoil it.” – J. J. 
 
“I walk there nearly every day and recently it's been hard to visit the space with the diggers turning 
up the ground it's near impossible to walk. For it to be restored and time spent making it a great place 
to visit would be a real asset to the community.” – M. J. 
 
“Lindow Moss is a treasure that most local people value highly. We walk there every day and would 
like the Moss to be a place of increased biodiversity and the tranquil area we all love. It should be 
much more highly valued and protected by CE than it seems to be. The historical importance of this 
place cannot be overestimated.” – J. M. 
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“For environmental, cultural and historical reasons Lindow Moss is Wilmslow's most important asset. 
The chance of restoring it to its natural state is a wonderful opportunity not to be missed.” – G. O. 
 
“It's an important local site and fabulous resource for our children to learn from. My family enjoy 
visiting often.” – H. F. 
 
“Visiting regularly for 33 years this is a very precious place for the local area and must be protected at 
all cost.” – J. M. 
 
“We must cherish and safeguard our natural surroundings, it's what makes Wilmslow special.” – T. S. 
 
“Very few natural peat bogs left, need to do all possible to preserve our natural historical site.” – S. W. 
 
“There are already not enough Peat Bogs left in the UK - this one needs protecting, and that was what 
the residents of East Cheshire were promised.” – M. W. 
 
“Lindow Moss is an important part of our local identity and community spirit. It's where dens are made, 
and friends are waved to; it's where dogs run around so muddy you have to jump aside to make sure 
you don't end up with a streak of mud on your leg. It's a place we can walk around with friends, 
unwrapping heavy problems or the place a person can wander to enjoy the seasons. It's part of how 
we see ourselves: are we the type of community to be apathetic as our local environment is potentially 
ruined? I hope not. If we can't look after our local environment properly, we have every reason to feel 
deeply ashamed as a community.” – A. N. 
 
“Lindow Moss is a wonderful place especially for wildlife and of course has a wonderful history, Lindow 
Man etc. It has been part of my life growing up in Wilmslow and we cannot it be turned over to the 
bulldozers for yet more housing. It is too valuable a place and needs to be preserved at all cost!” – I. 
W. 
 
“Link to learning about Lindow man at school - important local history. Gorgeous place to walk even 
more valued since lock down. This must be preserved and looked after for future generations” – K. D. 
 
“We regularly walk on the moss. It needs to be preserved as a natural habitat for all manner of wildlife 
and to allow Wilmslow residents to benefit from its unspoilt, natural beauty” – M. B. 
 
“Lindow Moss is an important environmental area that needs to be preserved for the future residents 
of Wilmslow and the surrounding area.” – E. C. 
 
“Lowland Moss Is vanishingly rare. Areas on the moss where the peat is left wet recolonise really 
quickly with sundew, cotton grass as sphagnum. It would not be difficult to help the moss recolonise 
and it would become a brilliant educational resource, carbon sink and flood water regulator for the 
town!” – A. N. 
 
“Lockdown has proved people need green spaces to walk in and hopefully coexist with a great 
biodiversity of wildlife - it's their planet as well. It's a great peaceful place to walk and see local wildlife.” 
– C. E. 
 
“I've lived in the Wilmslow area for all my life, I've always known the peat bogs are a special place to 
be from my grandparents, this natural world is an area can substantially support life belong believe, 
please save this very special place.” – T. W. 
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“Lindow Moss is an important part of Wilmslow's heritage, it must be restored and looked after for 

future generations.” – S. H. and J. H. 

“Lindow Moss is a true local treasure and should be preserved and treated as such. It's one of the very 

few things that puts Wilmslow on the map as the site where the Lindow Man was found, but also for 

its rich biodiversity. As a child I remember many walks around Lindow Common and onto Lindow Moss 

regularly spotting rare species such as sundew and water voles, though the latter have become 

distressingly absent in recent years.  

The greed of peat extraction companies, and of the local authority which permits them to seize this 

non-renewable resource and destroy this endangered habitat, is a sad reminder of the way our planet 

is allowed to be treated as a resource to be exploited. I believe local authorities should be obliged to 

preserve the peatland and the species which rely on it, rather than complicit in its destruction.” – A. 

B. 

“The moss is an oasis within a suburban environment.  We need more refuges for wildlife, especially 

when large gardens are being built over.  If there is nowhere for fauna and flora to move to, it will 

disappear and with it any means of salvaging the world's beleaguered ecosystem.  That is our 

ecosystem.” – A. W. 

“I have enjoyed walking on Lindow Moss for many years, especially so during lockdown. Most of the 
time it is peaceful, and the insect and plant life are great to see. It's a special place and historically 
significant as the site of the Lindow man find. Peat lands are precious, fragile and irreplaceable. I worry 
that there is a tendency by some businesses to push ahead regardless with activities that have not 
been agreed in the knowledge that eventual profit will outweigh any sanctions. The site looks dreadful 
at the moment and was impossible to walk across last week.” – K. L. 
 
“Lindow Moss is a stunning area of beauty. It hosts an abundance of wildlife and is important for the 
environment. It was an area of peace and solitude until the diggers and bulldozers moved in. It's an 
important area for children to learn about and study nature. I have seen wildlife on the Moss that I've 
never seen anywhere else including newts and snakes.” – E. G. 
 
“I was brought up in Wilmslow and Lindow Moss has always been a special place. It is of historical 
importance and an integral part of Wilmslow. Proper restoration not a temporary, make do, cost 
"effective", that'll do, half arsed effort that our country is becoming synonymous with. Do the right 
thing.” – M. K. 
 
“I grew up within a quarter mile from Lindow moss and still walk the dog there regularly when visiting 
my parents. The site is both beautiful and a part of local history. Growing up not many people would 
be there but in the last 5 years the area has become considerably more frequently used. It is a part of 
the community and a genuine factor in increased house prices for the Moore lane/cumber lane corner 
of Wilmslow making the area more desirable. It would be an embarrassment for all involved to see it 
filled with rubble.” – J. B. 
 
“The moss is an historic and ancient site and should form part of our future going forward in Wilmslow.” 
– T. M. 
 
“It’s part of Wilmslow’s heritage. I have lived in Wilmslow and the peat bog has been a big part of my 
life my children and would like to think my grandchildren and great grandchildren” – S. O. 
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“We have been walking on Lindow Moss for years and feel really lucky to have such an extensive area 
of countryside on our doorstep. We have felt particularly lucky in the recent lockdown, have 
discovered many new paths and are sure many of our neighbours feel the same. This area of 
countryside should be preserved as a natural habitat that can be enjoyed as a local amenity. With 
current climate change concerns the restoration of the bog would appear to offer a valuable way of 
locking up carbon.” – H. C. 
 
“It importantly acts as barrier to noise from airport, provides huge amount of pleasure to local 
residents aside from its historical and nature importance.” – C. M. 
 
“Lindow moss has been a daily local life saver during the recent pandemic and is so well enjoyed by 
so many people - recent works have seriously detracted from that enjoyment.” – M. C. 
 
“I feel it is important to have such a valuable, wild environment conserved in its entirety close to 
Wilmslow. It is valuable because of its biodiversity of all forms - plants, insects, birds, wildlife, soil 
structure and archaeology. It is also valuable for the mental health of residents of the surrounding 
areas, a place to escape from stress and worry and to enjoy family time. Finally, it is an important 
educational resource for our schoolchildren. Lindow Moss should be returned to nature and 
‘rewilded'.” – H. G. 
 
“I have lived near the moss for much of my life and it has always been wonderful to have such a wild 
feeling place on my doorstep. It would be a terrible shame for this lovely area not to be restored as 
wildlife and humans rely on it greatly.  As I understand it peat bogs are incredibly important for the 
wellbeing of the planet.” – S. H. 
 
“The area is a beautiful place and brings great joy to be able to spend time there as I'm sure it does 
for many local residents. I would hate to see it be destroyed or transformed in such a way that the 
natural beauty would disappear, and biodiversity be in danger. We do so much damage to this world 
already, it would be a shame to damage a wonderful place.” – M. S. 
 
“I moved to the area over 10 years ago and enjoyed Lindow Moss initially whilst exercising and now 
enjoy exploring with my wife and 2 young children. It's an area that deserves to be respected.” – C. N. 
 
“The Moss is special site both for Wilmslow and the UK - now known around the world as a result of 
Lindow Man.  An opportunity to be grasped for all the reasons listed in the previous question.” – P. W. 
 
“Lindow moss is Wilmslow! It is the USP [unique selling point] of Wilmslow. Lindow Moss should not 
be ignored and deserves our attention, consideration, repair and support. The health of all can be 
improved with the improved biodiversity, so do not delay.” – M. A. H. 
 
“Lindow Moss is Wilmslow's and Cheshire's important archaeological site.” – E. S. 
 
“It's horrible that natural places such as this one are constantly being destroyed, and it makes me very 
sad. I think the Moss is important for the area because it has some history as well as interesting 
biodiversity and natural beauty, and if we destroy it then when will be stop destroying important 
pieces of nature like this?” – C. E. 
 
“The moss is a place of stunning natural beauty, whose value for the local community as a tranquil 
retreat cannot be understated. The unique environment is home to many incredible animals, and I 
have personally seen foxes, owls and kites on the Moss, which I very rarely see in other places (if at 
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all). The future of this prehistoric landscape is in grave danger, unless urgent action is undertaken to 
save it. Unless the council and other stakeholders get their act together, I, as a 20-year-old local 
resident, will have to tell my own children of this beautiful natural area, the resting place of the Lindow 
Man, that once was, and through the negligence of those in a position to save it, is no more. Natural 
beauty, local importance, biodiversity and archaeological significance aside, I feel very strongly that 
we need to do everything we can to preserve carbon sinks wherever we possibly can. Taking stringent 
measures to save on CO2 emissions and at the same time needlessly destroying a large carbon storage, 
seems simply brainless. We just cannot afford to lose the Moss, and what's more, we really don't want 
to either.” – N. E. 
 
“A green lung for Wilmslow.” – P. S. 
 
“I have dog walked over the moss for 40 years residency in Wilmslow. I remember the excitement of 
the discovery of the Lindow Man and the recognition of his historical importance.  The nature I used 
to observe has reduced over the years. I used to regularly see water voles, sundew bog plants, masses 
of bog cotton, tawny and barn owls and various birds of prey. I enjoy seeing the moss in all its guises 
and seasons. I have never seen such intense activity with such heavy machinery seemingly intent on 
destroying the peat which has been formed over thousands of years.” – H. M. 
 
“It is a precious site with diverse habitats and an important local place for exercise and appreciation 
of nature.” – J. R. 
 
“We live on Moor Lane and the moss and the surrounding woods are an invaluable place for our young 
children to explore and be exposed to nature. There is a moral obligation to preserve such a rare and 
beneficial site.” – A. K. 
 
“I live locally and regularly walk my spaniel on the Moss and appreciate having this resource on my 
doorstep. However, with so many areas to walk in this area, my priority for the Moss would be to 
restore it, increase biodiversity and see it as a carbon sink (even if it meant I would be unable to access 
the resource). The sooner this can happen the better.” – S. K. 
 
“I love walking on the Moss.  It's a great place for families to walk together.  The Moss is an ancient 
and fascinating landscape.  The Moss is a wonderful green open space easily accessible for use by the 
Wilmslow community.” – M. L. 
 
“I walk and run around Lindow Moss regularly and have done so for many years. To have such a 
beautiful area on our doorsteps is a gift not to be squandered. I love hearing the birdsong and seeing 
wildlife in the early mornings.” – S. W. 
 
“This area is so important to the local residents and the environment and needs to be restored 
properly.” – A. P. 
 
“The site has massive potential as an important nature reserve that can be accessed by a sizeable local 
community and probably people from further afield. Would also make big contribution to reducing 
CO2.” – C. W. 
 
“I live nearby and would love to see the wildlife thrive through proper restoration. It saddens me to 
think that the site may be damaged along with the ecosystem on the site.” – A. S. 
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“I studied ancient history and feel that it is an important site. My family and I love walking around in 
the area.” – E. M. 
 
“This is an area of historic importance and needs to be retained.” – S. H. 
 
“It is an important site for both ecological and historical issues.” – S. R. 
 
“I have family living in Wilmslow and have recently been introduced to Lindow Moss by them. I knew 
about the site and its importance from my work as a librarian but was absolutely amazed and 
fascinated to see what it actually looked like. We must preserve this properly for future generations 
to come. Their health, wellbeing is more important than growing flowers in our gardens - use peat 
free compost!” – G. W. 
 
“We often walk across the Moss and would be an absolute travesty for anything untoward to happen 
to this area of beauty.” – J. P. 
 
“Have lived here all my life, hated watching thousands of years of nature being stripped off for profit. 
Would love to see it returned to how it when I was growing up.” – R. D. 
 
“It is incredibly important to retain this area for all the reasons above especially in the light of climate 
change and the impact this will have on our planet and life. Every part of our natural world needs our 
protection no matter how small an area.” – K. A. 
 
“Peat should never have been dug from here in the first place. We should do all we can to restore the 
area to its original form. Given all we know about global warming and loss of wildlife habitat, there is 
no excuse for putting commercial interest ahead of restoration.” – T. N. 
 
“We lived nearby for many years and still use the area. It is an ancient area used throughout history 
and the atmosphere reflects this. Preserving it for future generations and for local wildlife is a legacy 
we should strive for. No longer is it ethical to use peat, alternatives are available. It is unforgivable 
that the council have not seen this as a priority and stopped excavation that is causing problems with 
flooding in nearby areas.” – J. T. 
 
“I grew up in Wilmslow and love the diverse green belt and wildlife. These green areas need protection 
before they are destroyed forever.” – K. H. 
 
“When it's gone, it's gone. We humans should take better care of this wonderful world with which we 
are blessed.” – L. R. 
 
“Our countryside needs protection from those that would abuse it.” – H. P. 
 
“The Moss is such an important area for the local people, it provides opportunities for walking and 
exercising in an area of natural beauty.  To change its purpose wouldn't be right as it would ruin the 
landscape and surrounding areas.” – K. H. 
 
“It feels like it should remain a natural resource for all rather than a commercially owned and stripped 
site.” – D. T. 
 
“It's just a lovely open space near to the town that's accessible for all” – G. T. 
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“Great place to walk.” – B. C. 
 
“I actually went to speak to the supervisor while work was taking place. A representative from 
Cheshire East planning had just visited the site and I was told they were happy with progress. This 
sounds like a communication problem not a restoration problem. A restored Moss will of course be a 
dangerous place and at the moment it is a playground.” – L. R. 
 
“Absolutely love this area and walk here daily. Many happy days spent here since I was a child.” – K. 
P. 
 
“It’s a historic site that I fondly remember visiting in my childhood. I believe it should be treated with 
the utmost respect and care and any environmental benefits we can gain from Lindow should be 
prioritised.” – S. N. 
 
“I live on the edge of the peat bogs. Lovely scenery of scientific interest and an important part of local 
history.”- Y. H. 
 
“Lovely beautiful area for walking. So much wildlife is there.” – M. A. 
 
“It has been a part of daily routine/exercise over the 22 years I have lived here. After I was made aware 
that Pete/the Lindow man, was found here I have been puzzled that there is no sign of this anywhere. 
I also have an interest in the wildlife, living on the moss. Plants and birds in particular.” – T. D. 
 
“A special place.” – L. O. 
 
“Creating a carbon sink so close to the airport is so important for the environment and our own health.” 
– R. W. 
 
“It would be criminal to destroy this historically rich area for short term, short-sighted gain.” – S. A. 
 
“Restoration will increase biodiversity and turn the site onto a carbon source. We also love walking 
there.” – H. A. 
 
“Need to protect the area from commercial exploration.” – J. C. 
 
“My family and I often visit the moss.” – L. H. 
 
“A site which should be treasured for its natural and historic importance.” – B. F. 
 
“The Moss is of historic and biological importance and must be preserved for future generations” – J. 
V. L. 
 
“It is a fragile ecosystem that has been maintained over the years and contains species that are rare. 
The historical aspect is also important re peat bog man. I have taken students studying the control of 
succession to the site from City College and enjoyed walking there too. I would hope and expect the 
site to be well maintained considering its importance.” – J. M. 
 
“Lindow Moss and all the surrounding peat land is of great historical interest and once destroyed will 
be gone forever. It is very important that peat lands are maintained or restored to help with climate 
change.” – K. W. 
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“Lindow moss is an important archaeological site and its preservation is vital to ensure the possibility 
of further archaeological discoveries.” – I. G. 
 
“This is a site of Environmental Historical and of Wildlife Preservation Importance & also a Recreation/ 
Educational Resource So it MUST be saved!” – J. P. 
 
“I used to visit the peat bogs when I was a child and the common. In light of the ecological importance 
of Peat Bogs, it should be restored! Childhood memories with my Grandmother. Pete the bog man 
was found there.” – E. E. 
 
“Have lived nearby for over 40 years and seen how the peat bogs have been abused. A wonderful 
place to walk a dog/grandchildren to explore nature.” – M. S. 
 
“Love the walks around Lindow Moss and the improvements to the environment a great win for 
everyone.” – T. W. 
 
“Lindow must be preserved!” – L. C. 
 
“I think the moss should be made a SSSI immediately. I find it flabbergasting that it has been damaged 
so severely and there are no measures to protect it.” – J. B. 
 
“I have been visiting Lindow Moss for over fifty years having grown up in the area. My childhood 
memories of my visits I want to pass on to my grandchildren whom I take regularly on walks. The years 
of devastation that has taken place has been quiet upsetting. Seeing the changes of the land being 
ripped apart is heart-breaking. To see the Moss restored will bring so much to the environment and 
for the enjoyment of many generations to come.” – C. F. 
 
“My family and I have lived near the moss for over 30 years.  We have all enjoyed using this area for 
dog walking, cycling, bird watching etc. over this period.  It is a very welcome open wild space not far 
from town and I would hate to see it lost to development or landfill.  I strongly believe that peat bogs 
are very important for the health of the planet and we should preserve or restore wherever possible.” 
– G. H. 
 
“Restoration will help preserve Lindow Moss as a site of national importance. It is an area of many 
interests and should be preserved as such.” – W. D. 
 
“This is a unique opportunity to restore a truly amazing landscape to something that will benefit us 
and the planet for future generations.” – A. J. 
 
“I have grown up with Lindow Moss being in walking distance, I love its beauty and have found 
memories of spending a childhood exploring it.  The habit it creates for a wide variety of wildlife and 
flora is close to my heart and would love to see it restored to its true beauty.” – C. O. 
 
“Fantastic news - thank you!” – A. W. 
 
“It's imperative we restore and save for the future the moss.  Once it's gone it'll be lost forever.” – C. 
W. 
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“I love walking in this area with my family and it is really important to get more information on what 
is planned.” – J. D. 
“Whilst I support sustainable development, we've got to protect our ‘green’ spaces and protect them 
for future generations. I support the development of Wilmslow and the local area, but each site needs 
to be assessed on their own merits. There shouldn't be a debate about Lindow Moss as it's clearly of 
archaeological and ecological importance. The local authority should be investing in the area as It's an 
asset to the county and should be treated as such.” – J. L. 
 
“We use Lindow Moss regularly for dog walks and, e.g. collecting billberries. I trust that the restoration 
will be done in a way that the natural character is preserved.” – T. H. 
 
“I want my grandson to enjoy the moss for years to come.” – D. H. 
 
“It's a National treasure and should be preserved.” – M. W. 
 
“I often walk and run in Lindow moss and feel it would be a great shame if it were filled with rubble, 
as you have mentioned is possible.” – H. B. 
 
“Lindow Moss is a unique historical site, and for many years companies have been destroying the area 
with the excavations for peat. The companies who have been exploiting the area need to help restore 
it. The utilitarian approach where you dump something once you no longer have a need for it, is really 
not the answer to a sustainable future. This special area needs to kept special for future generations 
and not destroyed by all the developments taking place nearby.” – J. G. 
 
“I walk the moss nearly every day and want it to look as it should be.” – J. M. 
 
“We need to protect these places!! Along with many I find this a lovely place to walk and it's a haven 
for both us and wildlife.” – B. K. 
 
“We must ensure that we take are of unique eco-systems, in this very specific case, but also for very 
principle reasons. Thus, I am very grateful to the initiators of this survey and the attempt to preserve 
Lindow Moss.” – J. E. 
 
“It’s an area that Styal Running Club uses extensively for our club runs and we want to maintain it as 
a vital part of the ecology.” – A. C. 
 
“Living close by it is part of a few great walks which mean avoiding built up areas and allow dogs to 
walk off lead.” – C. M. 
 
“I love Lindow moss. It has an amazing atmosphere, my dog loves to run and run on the peat, I feel 
peaceful there and I always wonder if Pete Moss was the only body there or if there are others still 
undisturbed. It is a very special place.” – A. T. 
 
“I often visit the moss and it is a wonderful walk which I wouldn't want to be ruined.” – L. P. 
 


